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In line with best-selling The Louvre: All the Paintings, and Rizzoli's successful The Hermitage
Collections and The Barnes Foundation: Masterworks, this title offers an exquisite tour, unique in
its lavish illustration, scholarship, extent, and graceful packaging. As the first large survey
published in 30 years, and the first large general survey of the Met's paintings collection it is the
first to celebrate the greatest and most iconic paintings of one of the largest, most important,
and most beloved museums in the world. This impressive book’s broad sweep of material, all
from a single museum, makes it at once a universal history of painting and the ideal introduction
to the iconic masterworks of this world-renowned institution. Lavish color illustrations and details
of 500 masterpieces, created over 5,000 years in cultures across the globe, are presented
chronologically from the dawn of civilization to the present. These works represent a grand tour
of painting from ancient Egypt and classical antiquity and prized Byzantine and medieval
altarpieces, to paintings from Asia, India, Africa, and the Americas and the greatest European
and North American masters. This unprecedented book includes an introduction and
illuminating texts about each artwork written by Kathryn Calley Galitz, whose experience as both
a curator and educator at the Met makes her uniquely qualified. European and American artists
include Duccio, El Greco, Raphael, Titian, Botticelli, Bronzino, Caravaggio, Turner, Velázquez,
Goya, Rubens, Rembrandt, Brueghel, Vermeer, David, Renoir, Monet, Van Gogh, Gauguin,
Cézanne, Degas, Sargent, Homer, Matisse, Picasso, Pollock, and Warhol. For those wishing to
experience the Met’s unparalleled collection or to study masterpieces of painting from
throughout history, this important volume is sure to become a classic cherished by art lovers
around the world. Iconic works in the Met include: Sargent's Madame X, Velazquez Juan de
Pareja, Brueghel The Harvesters, Van Gogh Cypresses; Rembrandt Aristotle and Bust of
Homer; Pollock Autumn Rhythm; Emanuel Leutz George Washington Crossing the Delaware; El
Greco View of Toledo; Caravaggio Musicians; Vermeer Young Woman with Water Pitcher; Monet
Water Lilies; Picasso Seated Harlequin.

"Succeeds magnificently in evoking a global art history…presented in a way that only a physical
book could accommodate: eye-filling reproductions in a stylish package of more than five
hundred pages, nicely bound…will delight the casual page flipper but it will also entrance art-
book aficionados…consistently evokes illuminating connections and gives readers room to
discover them"—Bookforum"Noting that the Met is known for its very scholarly works and
exhibition and collection catalogues, Campbell said that this 'exquisite book' ought to appeal to
'a broad audience.'"—Shelf-awareness.com"It is an essential volume for those wishing to
experience The Met’s extraordinary collection or to study masterpieces of painting from
throughout history and is sure to become a classic cherished by art lovers around the world."—



ArtDaily.org"In The Metropolitan Museum of Art: Masterpiece Paintings from Skira Rizzoli, thumb
your way through the galleries of New York's famed museum. This coming-soon volume displays
500 masterworks from the dawn of civilization to modern times."—Private Clubs Magazine"This
volume’s broad sweep of material, all from a The Metropolitan Museum of Art, makes it at once a
universal history of painting and the ideal introduction to the iconic masterworks of this world-
renowned institution. Color illustrations and details of 500 masterpieces, created over 5,000
years in cultures across the globe, are presented chronologically from the dawn of civilization to
the present."—Hamptons Art Hub"Head exploding: With 544 pages and 1100 color images of
the Met’s art and sculpture collection, this book is intense. Masterpieces, indeed."—
TheStyleSalononiste.com"The hardcover book is said to be the first to celebrate the greatest
and most iconic paintings in the museum"—Art & Antiques"Galitz's text succeed in balancing
sound, up-to-date scholarship with an accessible tone that anyone can appreciate...
Publicatoins and online series like these are exactly what the Met is ideally suited to create, and
we look forward to seeing still more in the years ahead."—Fine Art Connoisseur "The perfect gift
for any lover of art."—Art Of The TimesAbout the AuthorA scholar, author, and lecturer
specializing in European art, Kathryn Calley Galitz works at The Metropolitan Museum of Art,
New York, where she has been both an educator and a curator of major international
exhibitions.Thomas P. Campbell is the director and CEO of The Metropolitan Museum of Art.
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SUSAN H. MCINTYRE, “Great reproductions, binding broke 1st time. I bought this book
because I used to be able to visit the Met regularly & loved their paintings. The reproductions are
excellent & exactly what I remembered. One caveat: the book is very thick, causing the binding
to break the first time I opened it. I will repair it, but if you are giving this as a gift, you need to
know this. It is why I gave the book 4 stars instead of 5.”

Robin, “Stunning. As a long time visitor to the Met, I was eager to get a book that had the same
"wow," factor as a trip to the museum, that would also give me some background on the
paintings I loved. This book does all that. The reproductions of the paintings are wonderful. To
prevent text from taking up too much space, information on each painting is included in special
sections throughout the book.Much as I like the Met's website, I have been frustrated trying to
find things, and information on the paintings I loved. This book lays the information out
beautifully.  Highly recommended.”

Ellen b., “Beautiful book. Bought this for my mother who is an artist and she loves it---very large
size for display and photos are beautiful. Highly recommend.”

Jay B., “Quality Art Book. I bought this as a gift for my niece. She's an artist in her community
and I thought that it was important to educate her on the various forms and types of artwork and
artist that exist in the world today both past and present. The book is definitely not small and
well worth the selling price. This Art book is a great conversation piece and coffee table setting. I
recommend purchasing this art book.”

Remmy, “Amazing book & price, but check for book defects inside and out, then enjoy.. The book
as a whole is simply beautiful. I like how its presented from works past to present. I had to send
the first copy back to Amazon due to defects of both the inside front cover & inside back cover
being cut from top down. I appreciate Amazon's easy return policy. Just brought book to The
UPS Store, showed them the Amazon code on my phone, they scanned it, packed, and sent the
book back to Amazon. Today I received my replacement in just couple days in perfect condition,
thank you.”

Tyler L Hayden, “Beautiful Book. Highly recommend. We haves not tired of flipping through these
gorgeous pages of beautiful art.We hope we can soon visit them in person.Even my 13 year old
son looks through it repeatedly. I recommend.”

Anne Hall, “So beautiful and comprehensive!. Spectacularly beautiful art book. The photos of the
artwork are so large. One can fully enjoy and study the work. The guide to each painting
provides informative and comprehensive information in language that respects the reader



regardless of where they are on their learning journey. My very favorite book of art thus far. Worth
every penny and I recommend it highly!”

The Hammer, “Weighty Tome all round.. Way too heavy to buy and carry around NY, would need
its own allowance on the flight home. Purchased in the UK as it’s probably the ‘best’ intro to most
of the exhibits on view, with full page colour prints and summary descriptions grouped together
at the end of each section. Covers a large timeframe, so if you are looking for certain periods/
artists, try another book.”

elip, “great value. A wide revue of wonderful work, ancient to present, including some great
Chinese paintings and other cultures. Stimulating juxtapositions.”

Chen, “a wonderful book. I haven't finished, but I like the quality and the large pictures. If the
pandemic stops people from going to the museum, this book may serve as the best alternative.”

Carol White, “Beautiful Catskogue of Art. Beautiful book with incredible printing of color
reproductions.  Gorgeous.”

Mr, “Prefect. On time well packaged and delivered to the standard expected -thanks”

The book by Wolfgang Scheppe has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 452 people have provided
feedback.
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